CONCERT COSTUMES

PRF & PZA:

“AFRICA”

All Prep parents are asked to organise their own child’s costume in the style of an African animal.

Please choose from the following list:

- Lion, elephant, giraffe, hippo, zebra, leopard, cheetah, hyena, rhino, monkey, baboon, flamingo, parrot

Costumes or animal onesies can be found at stores such as:

* Spotlight
* Toy shops
* Some department stores
* $2 shops
* Party shops
* Reject Shop
* Lombards

Some people like to buy their costumes online at the many costume online stores, or of course another option is to make them yourself.

There are lots of ideas on homemade animal costumes on Google Images!

Please email jbanks@sjcarrumdowns.catholic.edu.au if you have any questions about your child’s costume.